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The Activation of a
Black Archive

Representing mainstream
American trends as well as the
broad Blackstream movement
and its various tributaries,
the USZ visual artists
at FESTAC ’77, more than
any other group, comprised the
most comprehensive microcosm
of the horizontal and vertical
dimensions of African-American
cultural expression.
Representing 24 states and
ranging from 21–70 years
of age, the mix of 108 artists of
international repute, national
prominence and regional
influence—not just the
traditional disciplines
but photographers, ceramicists,
weavers and other craftspersons—
were well blended
in the balanced exhibition…
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K. Kofi Moyo
and FESTAC ’77

About
Karega Kofi
Moyo

K. Kofi Moyo is a photojournalist who has published works in Ebony, the Chicago Defender,
and the Black Photographers Annual. In 1977 he
traveled to Lagos, Nigeria, for the Second World
Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture
(FESTAC ’77), where he was an exhibiting artist.
He later co-founded Real Men Cook for Charity
and published Real Men Cook: Rites, Rituals, and
Recipes for Living (Simon and Schuster, 2005).
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THE ACTIVATION

— Jeff Donaldson1

2

With recent exhibitions underscoring the significance of Black art, and publications, such as
Chimurenga’s FESTAC ‘77, the art historical, as
well as social, import of FESTAC is increasingly
apparent. Also evident is that FESTAC presents a
complex case, as its American artist-participants
arrived in Lagos from various US cities and art
contexts, each with its own apparatus for administering, realizing, and documenting their
involvement. Among these was a contingent of
artists and organizers from Chicago. Even as K.
Kofi Moyo and FESTAC ’77: The Activation of a
Black Archive emphasizes FESTAC, an event that
took place on the continent of Africa, it does so
through the lens and perspective of a Chicago
artist, signaling that regionally inflected studies provide constructive ways into the history
of FESTAC.
As a first step in the direction of presenting a
more thorough Chicago-to-FESTAC story, this
exhibition extracts a concise selection of Moyo’s
FESTAC photographs, focusing on twelve images
that index the FESTAC events and the journey to
it. They capture the progression of the FESTAC
initiative—from the homes of Chicago-based
organizers to various modes of transport (airplane,
bus) and noteworthy events on the ground in
Lagos, such as the processional march, an art exhibition, and the musical performances.

Turning
It
On

K. Kofi Moyo and
FESTAC ’77:
The Activation of
a Black Archive

The exhibition K. Kofi Moyo and FESTAC ’77:
The Activation of a Black Archive cleaves together
several projects and agendas. These include formally activating a Black photographic archive,
visually instantiating FESTAC ’77, advancing
a collaboration between an artist and an art
historian, and teaching. Each of these ventures
addresses a bigger question about the stakes of
Black consciousness in our current era, in what we
do professionally. Each endeavor also helps to orient the exhibition, which is the first to showcase
the photographic work of K. Kofi Moyo, who,

like other members of the “Blackstream” movement of the 1960s and 1970s, used the camera
as an operative tool for resistance and liberation.
Offering an entry point to Moyo’s archive,
which imagistically posits the character of Chicago’s Black arts and cultural milieu during this
period, the exhibition homes in on, and highlights,
images that reference an important moment of
Black diasporic convening that took place in
Lagos, Nigeria: the Second World Black and
African Festival of Arts and Culture, known as
FESTAC ’77.

Like so many caches of objects (including photographs and ephemera) that address African American history and culture, the Moyo archive needed
a place (or home) where it could be inventoried,
studied, and interpreted. Procured within the context of artist Theaster Gates’s Black Image Corporation, which has also over the past few years
cared for and subsequently deployed images from
the Ebony/Jet photographic archives, the Moyo
archive subsists in an ecosystem that both values
and questions traditional archive making. Gates’s
practice of constructing spaces for Black cultural
artifacts, such as the Stony Island Arts Bank,
which retains repositories such as Ed Williams’s
archive of racist memorabilia and the vinyl record
collection of house music DJ Frankie Knuckles,
grounds the Moyo archive even as it complicates
how its elements might be put into operation.

One of the ways that the Moyo archive is put into
operation, or turned on, is through a pedagogical
intervention that feeds into K. Kofi Moyo and
FESTAC ’77: The Activation of a Black Archive.
The exhibition showcases, in addition to Moyo’s
twelve central images, the work of seven students
who took part in the Fall 2020 course “Revised
Ecologies for the Black Image,” on the subject
of Black archives. Drawing from the study of
FESTAC documents as well as Moyo’s core images,
which reference key moments of his FESTAC
experience, the students produced works that
interpolate and respond to the Moyo archive’s history while also connecting it to the present.
In addition to these interests and investments—in
the Black archive and pedagogies for unraveling
Black art historical subjects such as FESTAC—
K. Kofi Moyo and FESTAC ’77: The Activation of
a Black Archive is informed by the collaboration
between an artist and an art historian comparable
in our commitments to bringing Black consciousness to bear disciplinarily, in the domains of art
and art history. As such the exhibition offers an
occasion to reflect upon the importance of creating Black geographies such as FESTAC, and it
is a step toward what FESTAC participant and
organizer Jeff Donaldson describes as that “point
in the future when time has woven the permanent
impact of FESTAC ’77 into the fabric of cultural
history.”2
— Romi Crawford,
Co-curator

1 	Jeff Donaldson, “FESTAC ’77 DOCUMEMOIR:
An Account of Black American Participation in the Second
World Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture,”
in Festac ’77, Decomposed, An-arranged and Reproduced,
by Chimurenga (London: Chimurenga and Afterall Books,
2019), n.p.
2	Ibid., n.p.
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